
Richmond  Cycling Campaign response to “Putting People First”

At first sight this document seem entirely praiseworthy ; who could object to a healthy, safe and 
green borough ?  However the devil is , as usual, in the details and the omissions.

“Tackle inequality and create opportunities for children and young people”
Allowing children the chance of independent mobility would certainly create opportunities and a 
joined-up net of safe cycle routes  would achieve this – it is not even mentioned. 

The achievement of a healthy borough is heavily weighed to clinical intervention but NICE have 
advised that active travel is a cost-effective way of improving health that authorities should do more 
to prioritise. 

In terms of safety we have “collect intelligence on speeding to secure additional cameras and 
resources  for  the  Borough,  targeting  road  users  who  jump  red  lights;  both  cars  and 
bicycles;”

When  many  London  boroughs  are  looking  at  general  20mph limits  “collecting  information  on 
speeding“ is a bit pathetic.

 The targeting of both cars and bicycles jumping red lights sounds even handed but a TRLreport  
(15/12/2009 ) found that in only 2% of cases where cyclists were seriously injured in collisions with 
other  road users  police  said  that  the  rider  disobeying  a  stop sign or  traffic  light  was  a  likely 
contributing factor. It has indeed been suggested that the over-representation of women cyclists in 
death by left tuning HGV is due to a higher tendency to obey the law in this area. 

“improve commercial areas to improve the business environment and create shared venues 
for cultural activities, helping to maintain active, interesting high streets;”

It has frequently been shown that keeping out through traffic makes an high street more attractive 
to linger and shop in. - this is not considered. 

Under the heading of a green borough  we bizarrely have :
“to work in partnership to reduce congestion, improve traffic flow “
which seems to give a green light to a futile attempt to accommodate any amount of traffic. 
It is only later that realism creeps in
“The limitations of the road network mean that we need to identify ways to reduce the need to 
travel, and encourage the use of other more sustainable forms of transport which would also help 
to reduce the currently unsatisfactory air pollution along the main road corridors. “ 
but  even  there  there  is  no mention  of  the  potential  role  of  cycling  in  providing  pollution  free 
personal transport in the borough if a safe joined-up network were created. 


